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Abstract

Objectives To examine the effects of physical work environment on long term sickness absence and to investigate interaction between physical and psychosocial risk factors.

Design and setting Prospective cohort study of long term sickness absence among employees in Denmark.

Participants 5357 employees interviewed in 2000 about their physical work environment, and various covariates were followed for 18 months in a national sickness absence register.

Outcome measurements Cox regression analysis was performed to assess risk estimates for physical risk factors in the work environment and onset of long term sickness absence, defined as receiving sickness absence compensation for eight consecutive weeks or more.

Results 348 participants (6.9%) developed long term sickness absence during follow-up. Of these, 194 (55.7%) were women and 154 (44.3%) were men. For both female and male employees, risk of onset of long term sickness absence was increased by extreme bending or twisting of the neck or back, working mainly standing or squatting, lifting or carrying loads, and pushing or pulling loads. Significant interactions were found for three combinations of physical and psychosocial work environment risk factors among female employees (P<0.05).

Conclusion Uncomfortable working positions, lifting or carrying loads, and pushing or pulling loads increased the risk of onset of long term sickness absence. The study shows a potential for reducing long term sickness absence through modifying work postures straining the neck and back, reducing the risk of work done standing or walking, and reducing the risk associated with handling loads. Dealing with psychosocial stressors simultaneously may improve physical intervention efforts further for female employees.

Introduction

Sickness absence is caused by various different factors, including work environment exposures. In most of the literature on sickness absence, the outcome is short term sickness absence, or no distinction is made between short term and long term absence. There is reason to believe that short and long term sickness absence have different causes. To date, few studies have specifically addressed the problem of long term sickness absence, although the need for more knowledge is emphasised by the political and scientific communities.

From a recent literature review it seems reasonable to conclude that documentation exists for the association between at least some physical exposures in the work environment and sickness absence. Ergonomic conditions—for example, uncomfortable working conditions such as heavy physical work, monotonous movements, and high physical demands—were found to be associated with different definitions of sickness absence.

Physical and psychosocial exposures coexist and are likely to interact in the work environment. Interventions aiming at the physical dimension of work might therefore obtain added value when simultaneously addressing the psychosocial dimension, and vice versa. However, only a few recent studies have analysed the effects of psychosocial and physical exposures simultaneously in relation to sickness absence. According to a recent review of factors influencing sickness absence, much of the research has severe design deficiencies with regard to insufficient control for confounders and the use of cross sectional designs. In this longitudinal cohort study, we investigated associations between physical exposures in the work environment and the onset of long term sickness absence among Danish employees, taking into account demographic factors, chronic disease, psychosocial risk factors in the work environment, and health behaviour. We also investigated possible interactions between physical and psychosocial risk factors in the work environment.

Method

Population

This study is part of the project DWECS/DREAM, which is based on a merger between the Danish work environment cohort study (DWECS) and a national register on social transfer payments (DREAM). DWECS features a random sample of 11 437 people living in Denmark, of which 8583 (75%) participated in interviews. Of these 5357 were aged 18-64 and had worked as employees for at least two months before the baseline interview. This interview took place in 2000 and assessed work environment exposures, age, sex, education, family status, chronic disease, and health behaviour. The cohort was followed up in the DREAM register from 1 January 2001 to 30 June 2002. DREAM contains weekly information on granted sickness absence compensation for all citizens in Denmark. Sickness absence compensation is given to the employer, who can apply for a refund from the state for employees after two weeks of sickness absence.

We included 5033 people (93.9%) without missing values on baseline risk factor variables in the study: 2446 (48.6%) women and 2587 men (51.4%). They were followed in DREAM for 78
weeks. We used interval censoring, meaning that we did not consider people who in a given week received any other social benefit than sickness absence compensation to be at risk. This includes sickness absence spells of less than eight weeks. We censored people who died, emigrated, or retired. The total risk time for men was therefore not \(78 \times 2587 = 201\,786\) possible weeks but 178,904 weeks (88.7%) and the total risk time for women was not \(78 \times 2446 = 190\,788\) possible weeks but 157,132 weeks (82.4%).

### Long term sickness absence

We defined the outcome of this study, long term sickness absence, as receiving sickness absence compensation for a period equalling eight consecutive weeks or more during the follow-up period from 1 January 2001 to 30 June 2002.

### Physical work environment risk factors

We measured physical risk factors in the work environment with 11 questions combined into five indices. Three indices measured uncomfortable work positions: extreme bending or twisting of the neck or back, work with arms lifted or hands twisted, and working mainly standing or squatting. Two indices measured physical workload in terms of lifting or carrying loads, and pushing or pulling loads. The index for lifting or carrying loads was constructed as the mean of two questions (the values in parentheses show the value assigned to the response options according to an index scale score range of 0-100): “How much of your working hours do you carry or lift things/people?” and “What does the load you carry normally weigh?” with response options “Almost all working hours” (100), “30-49 kg” (65.8), and “50 kg or more” (100). If respondents answered “Never” to the former question we coded the latter question 0.

The response options were: “Almost all working hours” (100), “Three quarters of working hours” (75), “Half of working hours” (50), “A quarter of working hours” (25), “Seldom” (6), “Never” (0); and “What does the load you carry normally weigh?” with response options “Less than 3 kg” (2.5), “3-10 kg” (10.8), “11-29 kg” (33.3), “30-49 kg” (63.8) and “50 kg or more” (100). If respondents answered “Never” to the former question we coded the latter question 0. The index for pushing or pulling was constructed as the mean of two questions: “How much of your working hours do you push or pull loads?” and “How do you usually experience pushing or pulling loads?” with the response options “Almost all working hours” (100), “Three quarters of working hours” (75), “Half of working hours” (50), “A quarter of working hours” (25), “Seldom” (6), “Never” (0); and “How do you usually experience pushing or pulling loads?” with the response options “Almost all working hours” (100), “Heavy” (75), “Neither heavy nor light” (50), “Light” (25) and “Very light” (0). If respondents answered “Never” to the former question we coded the latter question 0.

All index scores range from 0 to 100. Mean and median scores for female and male employees are shown in table 1.

### Covariates

#### Sociodemographic characteristics

The study includes data on sex and baseline age of the individual employee. We divided education into three categories of school education: nine years or less, 10 years, or high school. We used two variables to categorise family status: the number of children living at home (four categories: none, one, two, or three or more children) and cohabitation (living with a partner or not). If a participant reported having had a disease diagnosed by a doctor for six months or longer, we classified him or her as having a chronic disease.

#### Health behaviour

We divided smoking status into three categories: current smokers, previous smokers, and never smokers. We calculated body mass index by dividing weight in kilograms with squared height in metres.

We divided alcohol consumption into three categories according to weekly consumption: non-drinkers, moderate drinkers (1-14 units for women or 1-21 units for men), or heavy drinkers who consumed more than 14 (for women) or 21 (for men) units of alcohol the preceding week. In this study, 1 unit of alcohol is defined as 12 g of pure alcohol.

Furthermore, we classified the population in four groups according to leisure time physical activity: 0-2 hours per week, 2-4 hours per week, more than 4 hours per week or heavy, or more than 4 hours per week and heavy.

#### Psychosocial risk factors in the work environment

Psychosocial risk factors in the work environment were measured with 42 items combined into 13 scales. The scales measured decision authority, skill discretion, quantitative demands, emotional demands, demands of hiding emotions, job insecurity, social support from colleagues and supervisor, management quality, role conflicts, reward in work, meaning of work, predictability in work, and conflicts at work. The scale items, response categories, and scale characteristics measured on the specific study population are described elsewhere.

We measured intensity of quantitative demands with a single question: “Do you have to work very fast?” The response options were: “Always,” “Often,” “Sometimes,” “Seldom,” or “Never/hardly ever.”

### Analysis

To examine the relation between physical work environment exposures at baseline and the onset of long term sickness absence during follow-up, we used Cox regression to analyse the data. We calculated hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals per standard deviation change in scores on the indices measuring work environment. We standardised the indices before entering the Cox regression analysis. We adjusted all proportional hazards models for age, education, chronic disease, family status, health behaviour, and psychosocial exposures in the work environment. We analysed the interaction between psychosocial and physical risk factors by introducing interaction terms between significant (P < 0.05) physical and psychosocial risk factors in the work environment. We used SAS 8.02 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, 2001) to analyse our data.
Results
A total of 348 participants (6.9%) experienced long term sickness absence during follow-up. Of these 194 (55.7%) were women and 154 (44.3%) were men. For female employees, the risk of long term sickness absence was significantly increased (P<0.05) when exposed to extreme bending or twisting of neck or back, working mainly standing or squatting, lifting or carrying loads, and pushing or pulling loads.

For male employees, exposure to extreme bending or twisting of neck or back, working mainly standing or squatting, lifting or carrying loads, and pushing or pulling loads were significant risk factors for onset of long term sickness absence (table 2).

For female employees, three psychosocial factors were significant. We tested the 3×4 = 12 possible interactions between these and the physical factors.

In three of the 12 combinations, we found a significant interaction effect (departure from multiplicativity; P<0.05). The effect of an increase of one standard deviation on working mainly standing or squatting was a 40% increase in risk for long term sickness absence and the effect of an increase in role conflict was a 21% increase in risk for long term sickness absence. The combined effect was not 1.40×1.21=1.69 but 1.40×1.21×1.17 = 1.98 (table 3).

The combined effects of the two remaining significant combinations could be calculated accordingly to a hazard ratio of 1.53 for simultaneous exposure to extreme bending or twisting of neck or back and high emotional demands, and the combination of lifting or carrying loads and role conflicts yielded a hazard ratio of 1.77.

For male employees two psychosocial factors were significantly associated with onset of long term sickness absence (P<0.05). We tested the 2×4 = 8 possible interactions between these and the physical factors. We found no significant interactions.

Discussion
The physical work environment defined in terms of uncomfortable working positions, lifting or carrying loads, and pushing or pulling loads increased the risk of onset of long term sickness absence among female and male employees. For female employees, the negative effects of poor physical work conditions were further increased if the psychosocial work conditions were also poor.

Comparison with other studies
In a review paper by Allebeck and Mastekaasa, the authors claim to find limited scientific evidence for an association between physical working conditions and sickness absence, possibly for ergonomic load in particular. This is contrary to conclusions made by other reviewers on the same topic. Nevertheless, our study supports earlier findings showing associations between uncomfortable working positions, physical workload, and increased risk of sickness absence. Trinkoff et al found awkward head and arm postures to predict sickness absence in a study among 3727 certified nurses. In a study of 42 508 employees from the metal processing and retail trade followed for three years, Boedeker found sick leave related to hypertension, ischemic heart diseases, ulcer, neurotic disorders, or work accidents to be most common in employees exposed to physical demands and low job control. Our study overcomes some of the methodological shortcomings pointed out by Allebeck and Mastekaasa with regard to design. Both the studies by Trinkoff et al and Voss et al feature cross sectional designs, whereas ours has a longitudinal design.

Measuring physical exposures
When reviewing the literature on occupational risk factors for sickness absence, we found no gold standard for measuring physical exposures. Some studies adapt a broad understanding of physical work environment, additionally encompassing exposures to, for example, dust and unpleasant temperature. Nevertheless, our study supports earlier findings showing associations between uncomfortable working positions, physical workload, and increased risk of sickness absence. Trinkoff et al found awkward head and arm postures to predict sickness absence in a study among 3727 certified nurses. In a study of 42 508 employees from the metal processing and retail trade followed for three years, Boedeker found sick leave related to hypertension, ischemic heart diseases, ulcer, neurotic disorders, or work accidents to be most common in employees exposed to physical demands and low job control.

Our study overcomes some of the methodological shortcomings pointed out by Allebeck and Mastekaasa with regard to design. Both the studies by Trinkoff et al and Voss et al feature cross sectional designs, whereas ours has a longitudinal design.

Measuring physical exposures
When reviewing the literature on occupational risk factors for sickness absence, we found no gold standard for measuring physical exposures. Some studies adapt a broad understanding of physical work environment, additionally encompassing exposures to, for example, dust and unpleasant temperature. Nevertheless, our study supports earlier findings showing associations between uncomfortable working positions, physical workload, and increased risk of sickness absence. Trinkoff et al found awkward head and arm postures to predict sickness absence in a study among 3727 certified nurses. In a study of 42 508 employees from the metal processing and retail trade followed for three years, Boedeker found sick leave related to hypertension, ischemic heart diseases, ulcer, neurotic disorders, or work accidents to be most common in employees exposed to physical demands and low job control.

Our study overcomes some of the methodological shortcomings pointed out by Allebeck and Mastekaasa with regard to design. Both the studies by Trinkoff et al and Voss et al feature cross sectional designs, whereas ours has a longitudinal design.

Research
Sickness absence is caused by a variety of factors, including working conditions. Although long term sickness absence is costly to society, its occupational causes have remained uncertain. The negative effects of physical exposures were increased for women also exposed to certain psychosocial factors.

Conclusions

When a broad array of potentially confounding covariates related to sociodemography, chronic disease, health behaviour, and psychosocial work environment risk factors are included, this study shows a potential for reducing long term sickness absence through adapting work postures straining the neck and back, reducing the risk of work done standing or walking, and reducing the risk associated with handling loads. Simultaneous intervention targeting two psychosocial risk factors in the work environment—role conflict and emotional demands—might increase the effect of interventions towards physical risk factors among female employees owing to interaction effects.
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